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P161M
VISCOFLEX® MATTRESS

PRODUCT CODE SIZE MAX WEIGHT

P161MFPMHF 2000mm x 900mm x 140mm 20.5 Stone / 130 kg

P161MFPMHF120 2000mm x 1200mm x 140mm 42.5 Stone / 270 kg

P161MFPMHF140 2000mm x 1400mm x 140mm 42.5 Stone / 270 kg

VISCOFLEX® MATTRESS

Suitable for fully 
profiling beds

Visco Foam®  
80kg/m3 foam.

HIGH V HIGHMEDLOW

PRESSURE RELIEF RISK

Concept with 
insert.

Vapour permeable 
waterproof

cover.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

FEATURES

Visco foam moulds to the shape of the body.

Better pressure distribution which  
reduces transcutaneous pressure and 
improves circulation.

Moulded foam with skin effect - resists 
tearing and crumbling.

Supplied in a vapour permeable  
waterproof cover.

Suitable for patients at High to Very High Risk.

The Viscoflex® mattress is a one piece 
viscoelastic foam mattress. This mattress 
has excellent pressure relieving properties 
and helps to improve the comfort and 
stability of the service user. The base 
layer is made from high resilience foam to 
prevent the mattress from bottoming out. 
This mattress can accommodate profiling 
beds and is supplied with a waterproof 
vapour permeable cover.

P161M - VISCOFLEX® MATTRESS

CONCEPT WITH ANTI-PUNCHING 
INSERT MADE OF HIGH 
RESISTANCE FOAM

This multi-materials stratification provides
perfect adhesion:
- It does not split.
- It does not require glues or solvents.
- Perfect adherence of the two materials.
Made of high resiliency foam core (HR) 
with Visco Foam® (80kg/m3) providing 
comfort and preventing sagging effect.

SYSTAM® - INNOVATION: THE 
ANOTOMICAL SHAPE INSERT 
MADE OF HR FOAM 
Anatomical shape for a better support of 
thr sacrum area, resulting in an increase of 
the contact surface with the mattress and 
thereby contributes to a reduction in the 
maximum pressure values.

Reinforced prevention against pressure 
sore on the sacrum region.
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